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WELCOME
Dear Florida Parents and Activists,
As a former Florida school board member and mom of three children currently attending
the Florida public school system, I understand the importance of educational freedom for
all Florida families. In Florida, it is very popular for elected officials to claim to be for school
choice, but in reality, school choice in Florida is limited to those fortunate enough to be
selected in the lottery system or eligible for a scholarship. Politicians can claim to their
constituents all they want that they believe in educational freedom for ALL Florida students;
but until they pass legislation that will remove the barriers preventing families from
qualifying for state education tax dollars or a seat in a charter or magnet school, “ALL” in
Florida is a myth. That is why it is more important than ever that parents–yes, parents–learn
how to become Lobbyists.
Nobody knows how to advocate for children better than their parents and family. Lobbying
might seem like something only done by professionals in Washington, DC, but in fact it is
accessible to anyone with the time and energy to get it done. The goal of any lobbying
effort is to influence key decision makers to adopt positions or policies that align with yours.
This is true whether we are talking about legislation already introduced or we are trying to
get a bill onto the legislative calendar.
What’s the goal? In schools across Florida, hyper-partisan teachers unions and liberal
politicians have been foisting political agendas into our classrooms, lobbying to keep
children out of school, and pushing for vaccine and mask mandates to be forced on our
children. Often, it can seem daunting to try and come up with effective solutions to push
back against this anti-constitutional and bureaucratic nightmare, even in the state of
Florida. Many parents might be surprised to learn that your state lawmakers and school
board members have the decision-making power when it comes to public education in
this country. With that in mind, BEST is excited to introduce this lobbying toolkit to give
you the resources and know-how to advocate for our children to lawmakers, local media,
and state education department officials, returning the power back into the hands of
parents. This toolkit will walk you through the steps to consider when trying to influence
Florida leadership.
In Florida, while tremendous work has been done to push for school choice and free our
classrooms from political agendas, more work can be done to change the nature of public
education and give absolute freedom of choice to parents. I invite you to join us–as parents
and activists–in supporting the Returning Education Power to Parents initiative currently
underway this 2022 legislative session.
Sincerely,
Laura Zorc
Director of Education Reform
FreedomWorks
202-455-9845
772-643-5700
LZorc@FreedomWorks.org

MISSION STATEMENT & THEORY OF ACTION
Building Education for Students Together’s mission is to ignite a national parent-led
movement by building, educating, and mobilizing the largest network of parent activists
in the country to advocate for their children’s education through the election of school
board members and the passage of policies that align with our vision of expanding
education freedom.

FOCUS AREAS
1. PARENT-LED COALITIONS
Parents are the only force large enough to impact our education system in the long term.
BEST will build and empower state specific parent-led coalitions to realize this reform.
These coalitions will engage in local and state policy issues to enhance parents’ rights and
create opportunities for their children.

2. SCHOOL CHOICE
Competition breeds excellence, but teachers unions are determined to protect the government
education system’s status quo. It is essential to give parents a choice to determine the best
learning environment for their children. This choice is achieved by ensuring that the funding
follows the students, whether they attend private school, homeschool, charter schools, or public
schools. BEST will continue to work state by state to introduce Education Savings Accounts, Tax
Credit Scholarships, and voucher programs. Over the years, we’ve seen parents and students
around the country forced into underperforming school districts with no room for alternatives.
Each student brings unique capabilities and learning styles into the classroom, and the current
one-size-fits-all approach leaves them underserved. We must protect and promote school
choice to provide students with greater opportunities.

3. ANTI-AMERICAN CONTENT
Critical race theory, The 1619 Project, and Common Core standards have paved the way for
biased, anti-American, subjective curricula. With a decline in students’ reading on grade
level and increased high school dropout rates, it is more important than ever to get back
to teaching the basics and spend less time socially engineering children with vicious,
destructive propaganda. We must counter the anti-American narrative by regaining local
control of the curriculum through parent involvement, legislative action, transparent
textbook and content adoption, and the election of high-quality school board members,
district by district.

4. CANDIDATES
Parents have been ignored long enough. To transform local school systems across the
country, we must identify and elect like-minded board members. It is all our responsibility to
elect individuals who have our children’s best interests at heart. BEST is actively engaged in
recruiting, training, and educating the community about local school board candidates who
understand that parents are the final authority in their children’s education.

Returning Educational Power to
Florida Parents 2022 Legislative
Plan of Action
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In order to influence the passage of bold legislation this legislative
session, we must take action through the five Action Steps laid out
in this toolkit. Through these five simple steps, together we can
change the lives of Florida families forever.

ACTION STEP 1: EMAIL FLORIDA LEADERSHIP
The first step is to email the ten individuals listed below. It is
important that the people put in power over education legislation
know that we want ALL Florida families to have access to a quality
education. Please send emails to these ten individuals and ask your
friends and family to do the same during the months of January
and February.
Contact Information for Florida Leadership

Executive Offices, Governor Ron DeSantis
1.

Governor DeSantis’s Education Advisor
Shelby Cecil, Email: Shelby.Cecil@laspbs.state.fl.us

2. Governor DeSantis’s Office
Alex Kelly, Email: Alex.Kelly@eog.myflorida.com

Senate and House Leadership
3. Senate President Wilton Simpson [R]
		> Email: Simpson.Wilton.Web@flsenate.gov
		> Office Number: (850) 487-5229
		> Twitter: @WiltonSimpson
4. House Speaker Chris Spowls [R]
		> Email: Chris.Sprowls@myfloridahouse.gov
		> Office Number: (850) 717-5000
		> Twitter: @ChrisSprowls

House Education and Employment Subcommittee
5. Chair Chris Latvala [R]
		> Email: Chris.Latvala@myfloridahouse.gov
> Office number: (727) 724-3000
> Twitter: @ChrisLatvala
6. Vice Chair Stan McClain [R]
> Email: Stan.McClain@myfloridahouse.gov
> Office number: (352) 782-1313
> Twitter: @RepMcClain
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House Leadership for Pre K-12 Appropriations
Subcommittee
7. Chair Randy Fine [R]
		> Email: Randy.Fine@myfloridahouse.gov
> Office number: (321) 409-2017
> Twitter: @VoteRandyFine
8. Vice Chair Melony Bell [R]
		> Email: Melony.Bell@myfloridahouse.gov
		> Office number: (863) 285-1101

Senate Education Committee Leadership and Key
Members
9. Chair Senator Joe Gruters [R]
		> Email: Gruters.Joe.Web@FLSenate.gov
		> Office number: (941) 378-6309
> Twitter: @JoeGruters
10. Senator Manny Diaz Jr. [R]
		> Email: Diaz.Manny.Web@FLSenate.gov
> Office number: (305) 364-3073
		> Twitter: @SenMannyDiazJr

Other Education Committee Members’ Contact
Information is available through the Florida
Legislature’s Website
		> Senator Jennifer Bradley [R]
		> Senator Doug Broxson [R]
		> Senator Travis Hutson [R]
> Senator Kathleen Passidomo [R]
		> Vice Chair: Senator Shevrin D. “Shev” Jones [D]
		> Senator Lori Berman [D]
		> Senator Tina Scott Polsky [D]
		> Senator Perry E. Thurston, Jr. [D]
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SAMPLE 1
Dear Honorable _________,
I appreciate the successful efforts made during the 2021 legislative
session to enhance school choice for Florida families. However, 2022 is
not the year to rest on your laurels.
Parents know their children best and despite the changes made last
year, Florida still has 107,000 students on a charter waiting list; 3833
eligible children on the Family Empowerment Scholarship for Unique
Abilities waiting list; and out of the 2.85 million enrolled Florida public
school students, 570,000 of these students are not eligible for any of
the six Florida scholarships.
Last year’s changes allow for many to have access to alternative
learning environments, but your job is not done. If you truly believe that
ALL children in Florida deserve a quality education despite their family
income status, then you must recognize that your job as a legislator is
only partially complete.
Parents across Florida have had to endure ongoing battles with school
boards and school administrators because they think they know what
is best for our kids. These politicians and educrats are ignoring the
input of parents regarding the teaching of biased political ideologies,
unscientific mandates, and unanswered phone calls or emails.
These are the most recent issues parents have faced. This year new
issues will arise, and the year after that, parents will be faced with
another new set of concerns. We have to stop wasting precious time
on pieces of legislation that bandaid over the problems. You can help
by passing legislation this year that will change the lives of Florida
families forever.
Florida families need a West Virginia-style bill that will allow the money
to follow the student. While Florida’s current program is limited to lowincome, special needs, and other subsets of students, West Virginia’s
program is open to ALL K-12 students.
Please lift the income cap off the Family Empowerment Scholarship to
give ALL Florida families access to a quality education.
Florida school boards are contributing to the long charter school
waitlist through numerous abuses of authority.
Please don’t waste the opportunity you have been given this 2022
legislative session. Time is of the essence. With the groundswell
of parents in support of improving parental rights across Florida,
Governor DeSantis, and the current Senate and House Leadership,
this is an opportune time as any for the passage of transformational
school choice.
Sincerely,
Your Name
City and State
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ACTION STEP 2: MAKE PHONE CALLS TO FLORIDA
LEADERSHIP
Stay on message and know your talking points when speaking to
the legislator or legislative aide.
Talking Points
•

Ask for them to SUPPORT and push for bolder
Educational Freedom Legislation in Florida.

•

Let them know you SUPPORT legislation that will…
> Allow the state money to follow the
students like the West Virginia Bill provides.
In contrast, Florida’s program is limited to
low-income, special needs, and other subsets
of students. West Virginia is open to ALL
K-12 students.
> Lift the income cap off the Family
Empowerment Scholarship to give ALL
Florida families access to a quality education.
> Stop Florida school boards from abusing
their power and doing things like stalling
applications.

•

Inform them that parents know their children best and
despite the legislative changes made last year, Florida still
is not serving ALL children…
> 107,000 students are still on a charter
waiting list
> 3,833 eligible children are still on the
Family Empowerment Scholarship for Unique
Abilities (FES - UA) waiting list
> Out of the 2.85 million Florida public
school students, 570,000 of these students
are still not eligible for any of the six
Florida scholarships.

•

Parents want school choice. A 2021 poll found that 74%
of voters support school choice. Do not allow this session
to pass without giving ALL families access to a learning
environment that fits their children’s needs.

•

65 studies on funding programs for independent schools
showed that these programs have generated savings
for taxpayers.

•

11 studies found that students who receive funding for
independent schools have higher test scores.
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•

25 studies found that when more students are freed up
to go to independent schools, public school test scores
improve as well.

•

Recent polling shows that support for school choice
is rising and continues to be broadly popular among
minority communities. A 2021 poll from the American
Federation for Children found that 69% of Hispanic voters
and 73% of Black voters support school choice.

ACTION STEP 3: APPLYING PUBLIC PRESSURE TO
LEGISLATURES THROUGH THE PUBLICATION OF
OP-EDS AND LETTERS TO THE EDITORS.
We welcome you to utilize the resources listed below as a guide to
writing and submitting an Op-ed or Letter to the Editor. There are
many publications that accept both. See list below. Please submit
to the publication nearest to you. If you would like assistance,
please email: contact@parentsknowbest.com.
Op-ed Writing
Opinion Editorials, known colloquially as “Op-eds,” are a great tool
for advocating new ideas or legislation. Newspapers will publish Opeds from stakeholders, experts, and everyday people provided the
quality of writing is on par with the newspaper. If you are looking
for good examples of Op-eds, national newspapers (The Wall Street
Journal, Washington Examiner, New York Post, etc.) have sections
dedicated to their Opinion Editorials.
Similarly, Florida’s major newspapers also publish Op-eds. These
published editorials are going to be an important part of the
process of advocating for the Returning Educational Power to
Parents Initiative. Newspaper publications usually have word limits,
often around 600-700 words, for Op-eds. It is important to ensure
that you follow any guidelines that the newspaper publishes when
composing your Op-ed.
You want to take a position and defend it when writing an Op-ed.
You will also want to make sure that you cite any statistics or direct
quotes that you incorporate into your Op-ed, though you don’t
need to make it an academic citation. Simple searchable name for
your source is what is expected. An example of an Op-ed is on the
next page:
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Letter to the Editor
Letters to the editor are shorter and more casual than opinion
Editorials. You still want to make sure you adhere to the word limits
and cite any statistic you mention, but these letters are more about
getting your opinion or idea on a relevant topic into the newspaper.
Letters to the editor should be focused on the issue and not come
off like a commercial pitch. Organizing a campaign of grassroots
individuals to send letters to the editor for key publications is a
fantastic way to influence the news cycle and get Florida’s Students
First Initiative in the public discussion. With that in mind, note that
papers will often print letters only from people in their area of
distribution, so stay local!
Tips for Writing a Letter to the Editor:
•

Keep it short and address only one subject. Generally, 200
words or fewer is most effective.

•

Know the maximum word count allowed and do not
exceed it. Many newspapers have strict limits on the
length of letters and have limited space to publish them.

•

Carefully highlight the key takeaways the reader should
remember.

•

Do not attempt to submit many letters to the editor from
the same individual in a short period, especially if your
first letter gets published.
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Tampa Bay Times
		> LTE Word Count - 200
		> Editors - www.tampabay.com/letters
		> General comments - comments@tampabay.com

Sun Sentinel
		> Editor-in-Chief, Julie Anderson
		
janderson@sunsentinel.com
		> Director of content/local news, Randy Roguski 		
		
rroguski@sunsentinel.com
		> LTE Word Count - max 150

Miami Herald
		> Monica R. Richardson, Executive Director 			
		
mrichardson@miamiherald.com
		> Op Ed- oped@MaimiHerald.com
		> Op-Ed max 600 words, call or text Nancy Ancrum 		
		
for submission at 305-753-6658
		> Letters to Editor - HeraldEd@MiamiHerald.com
		> LTE word count - max 200

Tallahassee Democrat
		> LTE word count - 200, Op-Ed - 500
		> Contact (Letters & Op-Ed): letters@tallahassee.com
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Palm Beach Post
		> Letter to Editor - letters@pbpost.com
		> LTE word count - max 200

Sarasota Herald Tribune
		> LTE Word Count - 200
		> Email: editor.letters@heraldtribune.com

The Florida Times-Union (Jacksonville)
		> LTE word count - 200, Op-Ed - 600
		> Lead Letter word count - 350
		> Contact: Marcia Pledger mpledger@jacksonville.com

Space Coast Daily
		> E-mail: Contact@SpaceCoastDaily.com

Hernando Sun
		> E-mail: Editor@HernandoSun.com

Pensacola News Journal
		> Submit Letter to the Editor: https://static.pnj.com/		
		
submitletter/

ACTION STEP 4: REQUESTING AN IN-PERSON
MEETING
Lobbying a Lawmaker
If you are planning a “call to action” event, such as a rally or a
march, or if you plan to speak at a school board meeting, take it
a step further by holding a press conference before the event to
ensure your efforts are reaching the community.
Lobbying lawmakers is key to the success of any legislative push.
Lawmakers decide not only how they’re going to vote on a certain
issue, but also what the calendar of votes will be and the speed at
which a bill can move forward. When going in to lobby lawmakers
and their staff, there are some key tactics you can employ to make
your advocacy as effective as it can possibly be, and some pitfalls
to avoid.
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DO
•

Accept a meeting with any policy or legislative staffer in
the office

•

Refer to lawmakers and their staff formally until given
alternative forms of address

•

Set an agenda before going into the meeting

•

Create/Have supplementary print-outs for your bill or
policy preference

•

Personalize your advocacy with stories and examples

•

Explain the background of your bill or policy before
making an “ask”

DON’T
•

Shame individuals for previous positions

•

Become angry or hostile if they don’t take your position or
offer counterpoints

•

Ask to extend or have another meeting on the day you
lobby

Lawmakers and officials have many staff members, such as chiefs of
staff, legislative directors, policy specialists, and schedulers. To start,
you’ll want to get in contact with the scheduler for your decision
maker. Their information is sometimes available on official websites
for politicians, but calling into the office to request the information
is also an option.
Once you know who you are going to contact, the next step is to
draft an email to that person.
The Committee Process is one of the most important in the life of
a piece of legislation. The first stop for any bill introduced to the
legislature is a committee. The bill is assigned to the committee
most relevant to its contents; for example a bill on expanding a state
court would be sent to the judiciary committee, not the education
committee. However, for Returning Educational Power to Parents,
that committee will most assuredly be the education committee.
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SAMPLE 2
To: email of scheduler/point of contact in office
Subject: Meeting to discuss/support Returning Educational Power to
Parents
Dear [scheduler/point of contact’s name] [include “Honorable” if
contacting legislator directly],
[Greeting]. My name is [Your Name], and I am with [Name of
Organization]. I wanted to see if I could schedule a meeting with
[Legislator] or [his or her] policy staffer focused on the issue of
education. [“I” or Name of Organization] is/am supporting the
Returning Educational Power to Parents Initiative and I wanted to
discuss this issue with [legislator] as a stakeholder in the education
system here in Florida. Please get back to me at your earliest
convenience with some times that work for your office, and I will make
myself available!
[Salutation],
[Your Name]
[Your Organization]
Be prepared to work with the schedule of the person you are trying to
lobby, as Florida’s legislators and officials often have busy schedules, even
if their jobs are technically part-time. As mentioned before, it is more than
possible that you will be offered to meet instead with a policy specialist
or other staffer in the office. This is not a problem or an insult, as these
individuals often have major responsibilities and influence over their policy
fields and will help you establish a reputation with the office that you can
take into future meetings.
If you can’t get an appointment with a legislator, look for events to attend.
Lawmakers and other public officials are, ideally, accountable to the public
so they often hold public events like town hall meetings or constituent
events. These events are a great way to meet lawmakers and/or their staff
and establish relationships with them that will take your advocacy to the
next level. These events are promoted on official websites for politicians,
social media, and often through word of mouth.

ACTION STEP 5 - IMPACT THE COMMITTEE
PROCESS
Attend the education committee meeting to give comments.
During the 2022 legislative session, BEST will be sponsoring
Capitol Days. Please email connect@ParentsKnowBest.com if you
would like to sign up to join us for one of these days.
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The Committee Process is one of the most important in the life
ofa piece of legislation. The first stop for any bill introduced to the
legislature is a committee. The bill is assigned to the committee
most relevant to its contents; for example, a bill on expanding
a state court would be sent to the judiciary committee, not
the education committee. However, for Returning Educational
Power to Parents, that committee will most assuredly be the
education committee.
In Florida, both the House and Senate have education committees
where all legislation related to schooling is debated. The heads
of the committees in the House and Senate are, respectively,
Representative Chris Latvala and Senator Joe Gruters. Florida
also has an education appropriations standing committee where
school funding is considered. The chairs of these committees are
Representative Randy Fine and Senator Doug Broxson.
Committees hold public hearings for some bills, which presents
an opportunity for stakeholders and organizations to testify as to
the effectiveness of the legislation. This is a major way you can
impact the committee process. Alternatively, lobbying efforts can
and should be targeted to legislators on the committee debating
passage of a bill. These legislators will be more knowledgeable
about specific issues and topics through their work on the
committee. You can find additional information for members who
serve on education committees through the Florida Senate and
House websites.
(https://www.flsenate.gov/Committees)
(https://www.myfloridahouse.gov/Sections/Committees/
committees.aspx)
Familiarizing Yourself With the Legislative Calendar
It is important for all activists and lobbyists to have an
understanding of how the legislative calendar works and what it
looks like in the state where they are focusing their efforts. State
legislatures have this calendar, which may be a proper calendar or
a list of meeting dates, available on their official websites. You will
want to familiarize yourself with the website for Florida’s legislature.
These official websites usually also include a list of bills passed or
being considered during that legislative session. Another resource
is legiscan.com, which tracks bills and sponsors currently being
considered in every state.

Key Dates for Florida’s Legislature - 2022
•

January 7th - 5:00 p.m., deadline for approving final
drafts of general bills and joint resolutions, including
companion bills

•

January 11th - Regular Session convenes
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•

February 26th - Motion to reconsider made and
considered the same day. All bills are immediately
certified.

•

March 1st - 50th day – last day for regularly scheduled
committee meetings

•

March 11th - 60th day – last day of Regular Session

TIPS ON HOW TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL
FLORIDA PARENT LOBBYIST
Know Yourself
The first step to successful lobbying is knowing what you’re going
to talk about with the decision maker, whether that be your local
school board member or a state legislator. It is best to define
(an) actionable goal(s), such as a piece of legislation you want
introduced, legislation you want supported (or opposed) by your
decision maker, or policies you want introduced by your state’s
Department of Education or local school board.
Especially as a parent, do not be surprised when, after you review
the talking points, it appears you are more knowledgeable than
the individual you are lobbying. Lawmakers and their staff do not
know everything about all things. Similarly, do not become nervous
or anxious if you don’t know the answer to a particular point or
question they may have. Be willing to pursue the answer and report
back to them.
Knowing Yourself:
•

How well do I understand the Returning Educational
Power to Parents Initiative? You want to make sure you
have understood the talking points provided for the
school choice bill being considered. You also want to
know whether you are advocating for it to be introduced
or if it is already being discussed by decision makers. If
you are comfortable discussing school choice in specific
detail among family, friends, and fellow activists, that’s a
good clue you’ve come to a solid point of understanding
on the topic.

•

What personal story can I bring to bolster my credibility
on this issue? Decision makers are still normal people, and
storytelling is a powerful tool to highlight the problem
you seek to address or the reasons why you (and possibly
others) are invested in this issue.
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•

Does my professional experience lend credibility to my
lobbying? If you work in a field related to education or
children, your ability to speak credibly on school choice
issues is assumed. Of course, you DO NOT need to be a
professional to advocate for your ideas.

•

Am I comfortable lobbying alone or do I work better
with groups? Oftentimes, lobbying in organized groups
can be the most effective way to arrange ideas and
demonstrate the breadth of support your position has.

•

Have I made contact with and followed up with those I
am trying to influence? Introducing yourself to the people
you want to lobby before you make the ask is important
to establishing rapport. It goes a long way to reach out to
their offices and maintain cordial contacts with their staff
members. If they are hosting events in the near future,
often found on their website or social media, make an
effort to attend if possible.

Know Your Decision Maker
To set yourself up for a successful lobbying trip or series, it is
important to know who you are going to lobby and why you are
interested in speaking to them. Understanding what influence the
decision maker has on your preferred policy outcome is important,
along with getting an idea of any public statements they have
made about your policy. This way you can get definitive evidence,
or at least a general idea, of where they stand on the issue at hand.
It is also valuable to still look into a legislator’s background for a
meeting with someone on their staff.
Have I looked into:
General Background (Party, Position, Constituency)?
What committees or boards does this individual serve on?
Proper job title, manner of address, and leadership positions?
Their record on related legislation and/or votes?
Their key staffers and support team?
The more you know about the individual you are lobbying, the
better able you are to anticipate their questions and concerns, as
well as their positive reactions to what you are advocating.
Who Are the Decision Makers
When thinking about who the key decision makers are for a piece
of legislation, you may find your mind considering major Florida
State Senators and Representatives, Governor DeSantis, and other
politicians. However, it is important to understand that the first
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decision maker you encounter will typically be the legislator’s
executive assistant and/or legislative aide. These individuals are
the gatekeepers to your legislator. Do not underestimate their role
in the legislative process. Legislative advisors and aides typically
hold major influence on the legislators you are asking to support or
oppose your cause. The higher the office–for example, the Governor,
Speaker of the House, or President of the Senate–the more likely
you will only work with their education or policy advisors during
the entire process. In short, anyone who holds influence over the
legislative process is a decision Maker.
Understanding the Legislative Process
Before an idea becomes a bill and a bill becomes a law, there are
many steps and procedures that will take place. Understanding
these steps from start to finish will not only improve the quality
of your lobbying efforts, but can also give you great institutional
knowledge of how the legislative process works. Florida has a bicameral legislature, meaning the state legislature has a separate
House and Senate. For a bill to be signed into law, it needs to pass
both of these chambers. You will want to consider where in the
policy process the bill you advocating for is, if anywhere. Another
thing to remember is that a bill can fail at any point during the
legislative process until it is signed into law. Shepherding an idea
into a bill and then into a law is a continuous process. With this in
mind, your efforts and expertise will be required during the entire
process to ensure passage of universal school choice legislation
in Florida.
From an Idea to a Bill
So, you might find yourself wondering: “How do I write a bill?”
While BEST and likeminded legislators are very excited to help do
a lot of the work getting the formal school choice bill written and
coordinating between groups, it is worthwhile to understand the
process for yourself. You do not compose legislation like a regular
essay, article, or column. Rather, there is a special style of writing
that characterizes bills and resolutions.
Bills are written using a unique legislative draft style. There are
specific formats for the title page and first few paragraphs of a bill.
All bills will begin with both their full and short/working title in the
header information. Then, if there are definitions needed to help
the bill make sense, those will usually come immediately after the
title. The bill then begins to resemble a series of small paragraphs
dictating what it will do, how it can be enforced (if at all), and
any appropriation (funding) it requires. Finally, information about
implementation of the provisions is included. An example of a
drafted bill is included below.
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From a Bill to a Law
The Returning Educational Power to Parents initiative is ready to
go from an idea to the next level. The first step to turning your
bill into law is, of course, to get a sponsor in both the House and
Senate of your state legislature. It is vital that both chambers are
introduced to a bill with identical language. Once a bill has been
introduced to the legislature through the first reading, it will be
sorted to the committee best able to debate its contents. The most
successful education bills are introduced by a legislator on the
education committees in the House and Senate. The committee
can sit on the bill and do nothing or schedule hearings and debates
for it at the discretion of the chairman (making the chairman an
especially important figure in this process). Once the bill has been
sufficiently debated and possibly subject to “mark-ups” (changes),
the committee will be given the opportunity to vote it out to the
floor for a full house debate or vote it down. If a bill is voted down,
it is considered to have died in committee, similar to if it was never
brought up.
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If the bill is advanced to the full chamber (be it House or Senate),
then the real drive begins. There will oftentimes be a second
reading of the bill. Occasionally this step is not automatic.
Nevertheless, the bill is added to the calendar for the chamber
and amendments can be introduced at this time. At the end of
this process, the bill is put up for a vote. If passed, it will move on
to the other chamber of the legislature. After a similar process is
played out there, and if the bill is passed, it may go to a conference
committee to address differences in the versions passed in both
chambers. If a conference committee is not necessary, or after that
has concluded, the bill then goes to the Governor to be signed into
law or vetoed.
The Florida legislature’s website describes the process of turning a
bill into a law likewise:
“Either house may originate any type of legislation; however the
processes differ slightly between houses.
A legislator sponsors a bill, which is referred to one or more
committees related to the bill’s subject. The committee studies the
bill and decides if it should be amended, pass, or fail. If passed, the
bill moves to other committees of reference or to the full house. The
full house then votes on the bill.
If it passes in one house, it is sent to the other house for review. A
bill goes through the same process in the second house as it did
in the first. A bill can go back and forth between houses until a
consensus is reached. Of course, the measure could fail at any point
in the process.”

GLOSSARY OF TERMS TO UNDERSTAND
Amendment - An amendment is a change to a bill, introduced by
a legislator, usually subject to a vote for its inclusion separate from
the final vote for the bill.
Chamber - Refers to the individual body, either house or senate, of
a legislature. Also used as a term for the room where those senates
are convened.
Speaker of the House - The Speaker of a legislative body is
the head of that legislature. They are selected by a majority of
the house and are always from the majority party. They control
appointments and the legislative calendar. Only lower chambers, like
a house of representatives/delegates, will have a speaker.
President/Leader of the Senate - The equivalent of the Speaker in
the State Senate. They are the leader for the majority party in the
Senate and have similar powers and responsibilities to the Speaker.
Appropriation - Appropriation is a catch-all term for laws or bills
that provides an agency with budget authority. Appropriations is
also used to describe bills that will affect or change government
spending as it is currently situated.
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Bill Dies in Committee - A bill that “dies” in committee is a bill
that failed to get successfully voted out of the committee it was
assigned to, therefore not going up for a second reading in the full
legislature. A bill can die in committee either by being voted down
by a majority of committee members, or by never coming up for a
vote in the committee at all.
Bill Dies on the Floor - A bill that “dies” on the floor fails either to
get a vote scheduled and is held up or is voted down by the house
or senate of a state.
First Reading - The first reading of a bill introduces it to the
legislature before it is immediately sorted to a committee.
Second Reading - The second reading, usually after the committee
process, begins the stage when a bill is debated by the entire
legislative chamber in which it was introduced.
Conference Committee - As all but one state (Nebraska) in the US
has a bicameral legislature (separate Senate and House), like the
federal legislature, so a bill passed and amended in both chambers
might have some differences in the final version voted on in each
chamber. To settle these differences, a conference committee is
planned to amend the bill so that a single version can pass both
chambers. Occasionally, the differences are so minor that one
chamber will just take up the version passed by another, and
sometimes a vote is not required at all to settle the differences.
Sponsor - The sponsor of your bill will be the point person for other
legislators and the main force to get it passed. To be introduced in a
legislative chamber, a bill needs a sponsor, or sponsors. It is best to
have at least one senate and house sponsor for your legislation.
State Leadership - State leaders include the Governor, President of
the Senate, Speaker of the House, and the heads of any education
committees in the legislature of your state.
Session - A session refers to the period during which a legislature
is meeting and working on legislation. Often, you will hear this term
used as “in-session” to refer to the legislature’s lawmaking period
and “out of session” to signify that the legislature is not currently
meeting.
Veto - In most states, the Governor (Chief Executive) of the state
has the power to veto bills passed by the combined legislature,
similar to the President’s veto power. If a bill is vetoed by the
Governor, it returns to the house either to be amended, dropped, or,
if it is possible, have the veto overridden.
Helpful Sources:
www.ParentsKnowBest.com
https://indivisible.org/resource/indivisible-states-defining-strategyyour-state
https://www.flsenate.gov/About/HowAnIdeaBecomesALaw
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